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Professional training simulation room

S IMUL ATION R O O M

Simulation
& virtual reality

E-Sports has grown in importance
nowadays. Technological advances
have made it possible for this
discipline to get closer and closer to
reality, both in the driving
sensations and in the setting up of
different vehicles.

The advantages of having SIMTECHPRO equipment at our

At Monlau we use all our
Motorsport industry experience, to
help
professional
pilots
and
engineers training in virtual reality
environment.

Our specialty is to adapt the vehicle to the driving style of each

The technology and the human
team of our partner SIMTECHPRO,
allows to achieve the maximum
realism currently available.

disposal, is that through simulation we will be able to prepare
different session set-ups, with single-seaters, touring cars and
GT’s.

driver and help him perform at his best according to different
external conditions, such as weather...
In addition, we will teach and show to the drivers, the effects of
setup and how to interpret their own data with Motec software.

With SIMTECHPRO simulators and our engineers you can
practice your nearest event as if it were an oficial test, by having at
your disposal a complete team consisting of:
· A technical director to guide you in technical aspects such as
Setup and Strategy
· A pilot coach that will give you a reference time and guide you
· A data engineer who will download all the data from the car so
you can check and compare it with the pilot coach.

State-of-the-art components with the best brands on the
market, ensuring a high level of realism for high-performance
training.

S IMUL ATIO N R O O M

Real trainings

TRAININGS WITH THE MAXIMUM IMMERSION

Custom setups
Most famous circuits available, with
high-quality simulation software

Virtual reality
High-tech virtual reality system to perform
even more immersive trainings.

Engineering desk
Telemetric analysis with engineer service
through data analysis dedicated software.

“

MON L AU MOTOR S PORT S IMUL ATION R OOM BY S IMT EC H PR O

RATES

With the mileage limitations in the
different championships, simulation is
increasingly important to arrive better
prepared to the circuits.
DAVID SIMON
MONLAU MOTORSPORT TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

“After testing the simulator, I
recognize that it is very well
achieved because there are many
similarities to real life and allow
you to feel the sensation of speed
and braking. This simulator will
help me prepare for the 2021
season and fight for the goals set”

MARI BOYA
F4 SPANISH CHAMPIONSHIP RUNNER-UP

“This simulation room
incorporates state-of-the-art
technology, high-end
components and software based
on real data taken on the circuits
by Monlau engineers to replicate
the performance of real vehicles.
With this combination, the pilot
can perform a very similar training
to what he would do on the track,
with high similarity at physics
level”
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STINT 1 | 1H 30”
Enjoy the maximum simulation experience for 1h and a half together
with the professionals of Monlau Motorsport.

STINT 2 | 4H

Make the most of your training and enjoy 4 hours of maximum
immersion.

STINT 3 | FULL DAY (7H TO 8H)
Spend the day at the Monlau Motorsport facilities preparing your next
race throughout the day.

PRE SEASON PACK (X3 STINT 3)
Prepare your season in different circuits for three days of maximum
simulation surrounded by monlau Motorport professionals.

200€

400€

600€

900€

JORDI JANSANA
CHIEF OPERATING MANAGER AT SIMTECHPRO

+34 93 274 40 75
info@monlau-motorsport.com

+34 93 519 14 15
info@simtechpro.com

